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In 1870 Georg Cantor proved the following uniqueness theorem: Theorem (Cantor [3] ). If {an} and {bn} are sequences of real numbers and if i °° ( 1) --a0 + y~] an cos nx + bn sin nx n=l converges at each x to 0, then the series vanishes identically ; i.e., all its coefficients are 0.
Cantor's proof used an idea of Riemann: That much of the behavior of ( 1 ) can be inferred from studying its formal second integral, \a0x -YlnK>=i(ancosnx + b"> sinnx)/n . For this proof see [7, p. 326] , [1, pp. 1-4] or [3] . The idea of the present work is to use the first formal integral, L(x) := ja0x + Y^=i(an smnx ~ bncosnx)ln ■ (L is for Lebesgue.) Zygmund points out that the difficulty in using L(x) is that L(x) need not converge everywhere even if the series ( 1 ) does. (For example X) sin nx/ log« converges everywhere but -X)cos«0/nlog« diverges.) Nevertheless, here is a proof, dedicated to the would be extenders of Cantor's theorem, which uses L. The left side of equation (2) . Fix one such point xQ which is also in E. Since equation (2) holds at x0 and at xQ+2n and the left side has the same value at both points, it follows that aQ = 0. This means that the L function represented by the left side of equation (2) [3] ) that appears in the classical proof of the Theorem seems to avoid the maximum principle. However, Freiling and Rinne's present proof seems to require special properties of R1 that are not enjoyed by R" for n > 1 .
